What does community or mosaic mean to you? Is it that different people come together to create a small group of something close kit togetherness? There are many different community definitions in google but this is the best fit definition for community. Community’s definition is a feeling of fellowship with others, as a result of sharing common attitudes, interests, and goals. I like this definition because to me, I think of academy three and two coming together to create different dances with different moods. The mosaic definition is a picture or pattern produced by arranging together small colored pieces of hard material. With definition, I think of every student in our dance class as a small piece to create a bigger picture if they weren’t there or not in the dance it would be missing something that they bring to our dance class. I know remembering things is not my best skill but I know Adriana and Julianne who have the memory for every dance they are in. In our ballet piece, they is a lot of movement we do together. The ending sequence before the circle is a huge part of the dance where we are all together before the circle. It’s not only that we create a mosaic or community when in our dances but also in class while practicing or learning the dance. I know for academy three students, just practicing togetherness for our tap piece would be very helpful. In class, working together on knowing the piece not only dancing the piece can make us a better community and have our pieces as a nice mosaic to watch in May show. In our dance class, we have to know the dances to have each other backs and make it great for May show. Knowing the choreography will not only help you but everyone together because if you aren’t strong in ballet but you can get tap down then as a class we can adjust our energy and feed off in each other better because we know each other weak spots and can help.